MUNGA 2012
Programme
0830 Arrival and registration
0900 Introduction from the President
The president will open the day’s proceeding with an introduction. His speech will draw on
the themes of the day and quick witted teams will use some of the evidence in his speech to
support their debates.
0915 Plenary Debate: Climate Change
This is an opportunity to put forward your country’s position. It is an important debate as it is
used to identify opponents and allies as well as engage with the first topic of the day.
Speakers have just 60 seconds to put forward their position and may want to leave a few
seconds spare to respond to other speakers.
1015 Break
At break time students will want to begin lobbying some of the countries for support in the
later debates. Tea and coffee and snacks will be available at cost price and where possible
fair trade produce will be available.
1030 Committee Debates: Combatting Sexual Violence, Enhancing the Democratic Process in Member
States & Forest Development
Committee Debates take place in three separate rooms. The committee debates follow a
looser structure to the plenary debate and more time is available for going deeper into the
topics. These sessions provide a good opportunity to both argue your corner and lobby for
support. They are usually chaired by one of the teachers and by being in smaller groups,
this allows for more lively debate!
1230 Lunch
Students should provide their own packed lunch. The lunchtime period should be used to
meet other students and lobby for support.
1400 Reports from Secretary General & Vice President
Students in the roles of Secretary General and Vice President will address the assembly
with a synopsis of the committee debates.
1445 Open Debate
A last opportunity to put forward your case and lobby support for the all-important voting on
resolutions.
1530 Voting on resolutions
Results
Close & Evaluations
Presentations for best costumes & best debates will be made.

